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“The garden is the smallest
parcel of the world and then
it is the totality of the world.
The garden has been a sort
of happy, universalizing
heterotopia since the
beginnings of antiquity”
Michel Foucault,
Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias (1967)

With these words, the philosopher
Michel Foucault completes the
vision of another important thinker,
Gaston Bachelard, who theorised the
juxtaposition of what we call “real
spaces” and “imaginary spaces”.
A heterotopia is an existing place, such
as the garden, but it holds a special
power. It is not an ordinary place
as the usual limits of time, space or
social rules are blurred: portals to
worlds that each of us carries in our
minds open in these other spaces.
The division of inside-outside is
questioned and the reductiveness
of this dichotomy is exposed by
Foucault and Bachelard: the inner
world ascends to become as crucial
as the outer.

and realised during a pandemic that
impacted the whole world on many
levels, this exhibition aims to be a
moment where the troubling aspects
of the current world fade away in order
to leave room for introspection.
To bring this form of awakening
escapism to life, the exhibition gathers
artworks depicting inner gardens, a
space where our dreams, memories
and passions flourish within ourselves.
Coming from the UK, China and France,
the artists we are exhibiting were
chosen because they each explore the
different forms our inner world can
take. From poetic settings inhabited
by nature, to abstract dreamscapes
where the subconscious takes over,
the artworks displayed reflect the
artists’ attempts to express the
emotions that live in their mind.
The visitor is therefore invited to
contemplate its own garden of dreams.

The theorisation of these forms of
spaces, material as well as intangible,
underpin the exhibition Of Other
Spaces: Gardens of Dreams. Thought
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Retrieved Overgrowth, 2021
Electronic Audio
34 min

When Clark was originally approached
in order to create a soundscape
for the exhibition, the idea of inner
gardens served as a starting point.
Influence was also drawn from the
ambient works of artists such as Jon
Hopkins and Ólafur Arnalds. Clark
has stated that concepts of home,
movement and control also became
central to the piece. The artist
describes a sense of nostalgia evoked
by the piece that falls within the realm
of ‘Anemoia’. Coined by John Koenig,
Anemoia serves to describe the
sensation of nostalgia towards an era
never experienced by the individual
feeling that nostalgia. Clarks work does
however diverge from this concept as
a result of its more intimate nature and
his focus upon single experiences. The
movements within Clark’s piece serve
to represent control, overgrowth, and
stillness within the ‘internal garden’.

The piece begins with light, natural
ambiance before being overtaken
by a strong darker tone that uproots
the previously delicate sound. As this
subsides,the sound of rain returns the
listener to a more neutral place, albeit
grey by comparison to the beginning
of the piece.
Clark evokes the experience of
hardship perceived through the
mentally cultivated ‘garden’ space
jm

Jason Clark is a Dutch artist
based in Amsterdam. His work
is most frequently produced
under the pseudonym
Freelink, a name first and
still used by Clark during
live performances. Equally
interested in audio and
visual art, Clarks works
center around ideas of
nostalgia, low fidelity and
distortion.
https://jason-clark-zcmp.format.
com/home-page-test
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Road to the Stars part 1, 2020
Acrylic on Canvas
160x150cm

Rebecca Gilpin is excited by chance
and unpredictability. The artist
starts her work by listening to music
or reading to help tap into her
subconscious mind to allow her work
to consist of nostalgia, memories,
harmonies and romance.

oranges on this large canvas, creating
a striking image resembling a pathway
to the stars.
Describing herself as a process
painter, Rebecca Gilpin projects her
impressions, thoughts and emotions
onto the canvas by reaching an
unconscious state of mind while
creating. Her inner garden is therefore
transferred from her mind to reality
under the form of an expressionist,
colorful artwork.

Road to the Stars is part of the
larger series entitled The Midnight
Special, inspired by Jack Kerouac’s
seminal On the Road. This artwork is
an exploration of her take on life, an
abstract snapshot of the best things
about the natural world. Road to the
Stars is the expression of Gilpin’s
inner world, enriched by her creative
process and her way of life. Indeed,
the artist slept with her window wide
open every night and would stare up
into the night sky to watch the clouds
and colours of the sky change. These
beautiful sceneries and colourful skies
can be found when looking at this
artwork. Deep purples, light greens
and blues melt together with powerful

Rebecca Gilpin is a London based
artist who graduated from
Oxford Brookes University in
2018 with a BA in Fine Art, and
also in 2019 with a MA in Fine
Art. Since graduating she has
shown her work in multiple
solo and group exhibitions
across London. Gilpin takes
inspiration from different
time periods between ancient
art and popular culture.
Rebeccaluisagilpin@gmail.coma
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Dream (梦), 2013
Photographs
90 x 60 cm each

Most of Zhang Haoye’s works are
related to nature. The artist wants to
find his spiritual habitat from wildlife.
The artist shot the Dream series
work with expired photographic film.
The functions of the camera and
film caused by the expired film are
uncontrollable, even can be said to
be malfunctioning. The products with
this form of film contain an element
of unknown and mystery to the
final product. The film development

process is like the ‘kiln transformation’
(color change in the kiln) produced by
the firing of ancient Chinese porcelain.
The kiln transformation is a product
of classical Chinese aesthetic art
and craftsmanship. The sporadic
changes in this form, result in each
piece of porcelain being unique. The
artist will completely preserve all the
development traces on the expired
film without artificial post-processing.
The author’s creation is also closely
related to his growth background.
Dream can be used as a label in China
in the 1980s. Everything was changing
rapidly. Frantically looking for the
“Inner garden” is in his heart in the
torrent of the times. But Zhang’s
dream has nothing to do with the
times, and maybe it is his dream.

Zhang Haoye is a young Chinese
artist, living in Beijing. He
has been devoted to the
creation of works on
nature and environmental
protection. Zhang Haoye’s
works combine traditional
Chinese Taoist ideas,
‘Nature and Humanity’. His
works reveal the concept
of classical oriental
aesthetics.

jc
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Dreaming Wall B, 2008
Digital C-Type Print
100 x 193 cm
Edition no. 3/5

“In the gardens of
memory, in the palace of
dreams, that is where you
and I shall meet.”
Lewis Carroll
Alice Through the Looking-Glass, 1871

Dreaming Wall A, 2008
Digital C-Type Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition no. 2/5

In her work, Soon-Young Lee often
combines sculpture and photography
to give form to a universe where reality
and fantasy coexist. As a first step, she
creates models of banal rooms where
abandoned objects and furniture are
the only remaining traces of human
presence. The miniature settings are
also invaded by plants emerging from
the floor, the walls, or the ceiling.
Subsequently, she photographs them,
producing intriguing images playing
with illusion.

In Dreaming Wall B, and its twin
Dreaming Wall A, a living room, yet
devoid of human life, is infiltrated by
bustling branches and soothing rays
of light. Therefore, the garden literally
flourishes inside, and the nostalgia
initially conjured by this deserted and
desolate space is transfigured into
poesy and reverie.
Through the lens of Bachelard’s
concept of topoanalysis, studying
“the sites of our intimate lives”, this
tangible room appears as a metaphor
for the mental space that the inner
garden represents. These elements of
greenery growing indoors are like the
branches of memories and the buds
of dreams that blossom into our mind.
Lee’s photographs blur the boundaries
between real and unreal, inside and
outside, tangible and spiritual, and
leave room for the viewers to navigate
their own inner world and embrace
the endless possibilities germinating
from the fertile soil of dream
and imagination.

Soon-Young Lee is a Korean
photographer and sculptor living
and working in Paris, France. She
is a graduate in applied art and
photography from Seoul’s
Shingu College (1991) and
from Paris’ Ecole Nationale
Supérieure d’Arts de ParisCergy and Ecole nationale
supérieure des Arts
décoratifs (2002 and 2004).
She has participated in
numerous collective and solo
exhibitions in Europe (France,
Germany) and South Korea. She
does as well fashion shoots and
creates sets for photo sessions.

sc

www.soonyounglee.com
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Dreaming Wall B, 2008
Digital C-Type Print
100 x 193 cm
Edition no. 3/5
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Blue Water, 2021
Oil on Canvas
70 x 90 cm

Lence creates expressionist artworks
inspired by the feelings evoked by
nostalgic photos. Lence’s creations
embody the conflicts between
the past and the present and the
material and the immaterial as she
reacts emotionally to snapshot
presentations of her past. Guided by
these negotiations, Lence’s automatic
movements created the work you see
before you.

Blue Water and Lence’s process
highlight the difficulties of processing
even the most benevolent memories.
Physically and metaphorically, Blue
Water represents the complex
synthesis of previous realities
and contemporary life. This piece
demonstrates the ambiguity of
memories that may resurface in your
inner garden. Blue Water strongly
suggests that the mind is a heterotopic
space that both distorts and clarifies.

Blue water is one such meeting of
disparate timelines. The connotations
of the title Blue Water resonate with
idyllic longing. The title preempts
the work itself, which contains many
aspects of a perfect country scene;
abundant greenery and deep blue
waters persist across the canvas.
But central to the canvas resides a
dark convergence of all colours into
an omnipresent mass. A diversity of
shades and markings catch the eye
differently upon each inspection
proposing endless possibilities of
interpretation.

jr

Abigail Lence is a Bedford based
artist who graduated from the
University of Leeds in 2020
with a BA in Fine Art. Her work
Red Denim Jacket featured
in the University of Leed’s
2020 Simmer degree show.
Lence is also represented
by emerging artist platform
New Blood Art.
abigaillence@aol.com
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It’s About Time, 2021
Oil on Linen
135x160cm

Jan Valik’s triptych plays with the
interaction between “real and abstract
space”. The ethereal veils in It’s About
Time yield to a rugged pathway which
permits the viewer a tangible point
from which to explore the space. The
contrast between these elements
creates the impression of carving out
an immaterial and internal space. The
ceiling like structure within Fragile
Veils directly contrasts the void
depicted in Fragile Veils (II.) despite

this, both pieces are used in order to
reinforce the cavernous impression
of the tryptic.Through his attention
to depth Valik creates a piece that
is simultaneously revealing and
mysterious.
One may perceive Valik’s use of
fabrics as a tangible depiction of
mental blocks, stress or distractions
that must be carved away before
the inner garden can be cultivated
and explored. The gaze of the viewer
is halted as a result of the veils’
collective opacity again reflecting the
accumulated mental baggage that
may prevent us from partaking in the
introspection necessary to carve out
this internal space. There is almost a
sense of catharsis to be found in this
triptych: through the visualisation of
these previously intangible blockades,
we are able to work towards
overcoming them.

Jan Valik is a London based painter
and graduate of the Academy
of Fine Arts in Prague, Czech
Republic. Valik’s pieces
are produced without any
preliminary sketch, this
allows him to draw from the
stream of consciousness
and more directly place an
immediate psychological
impact upon the landscapes
he produces.

jm

www.janvalik.com
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Fragile Veils, 2021
Oil on Linen
66x51cm

Fragile Veils (II.), 2021
Oil on Linen
66x51cm
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OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION
3 JUNE, 6pm
Instagram and Art Exchange
Join us on our instagram pages
@ofotherspaces_gardensofdreams
and @artexchange for a live tour of
the exhibition with the curatorial team,
the evening of the opening! In Art
Exchange, come visit the exhibition
with the curatorial team and enjoy
some refreshments.
A CONVERSATION WITH THE ARTIST:
ABIGAIL LENCE
7 JUNE, 6pm
Zoom - the link will be published on
the Art Exchange website and our
instagram page
A rich discussion with one of the
artists featured in the exhibition,
Abigail Lence, who will talk about
her creative process, the artwork
Blue Water and her understanding
of the inner garden.

GET CREATIVE WITH TOM AND IRIS
8 JUNE, 6pm
Instagram
Join us live on @artexchange
instagram to follow an art class on the
theme “Dreaming”, led by Tom and Iris.
Using easy to source materials, these
workshops are perfect to get creative
from the comfort of your own home!
GET CREATIVE WITH TOM AND IRIS
13 JUNE, 2pm-4pm
Wivenhoe Park, University of Essex
campus, Colchester
(Re)discover the beautiful Wivenhoe
Park during an in person art class
with Tom and Iris, centred on the
exhibition’s topic.

PANEL DISCUSSION: HETEROTOPIAS
OF THE MIND, A PHILOSOPHICAL
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL JOURNEY
With Dr Marie Guillot, Dr Bettina
Zengel and Constantin Mehmel
17 JUNE, 6pm–7.30pm
Zoom - the link will be published on
the Art Exchange website and our
instagram page
The discussion, led by members of the
curatorial team, will be an occasion
for the invited academics to give their
insight on the concept of inner garden.
How can we access it? To what extent
can discovering our inner space
be a healing process, especially in
emotional pain? What is the role of
the inner garden?
Many questions will structure the
discussion between the panelists,
followed by a Q&A with the audience.

A CONVERSATION WITH THE ARTIST:
JAN VALIK
21 JUNE, 5.30 pm
Zoom: the link will be published on
the Art Exchange website and our
instagram page
Jan Valik, whose triptych is a central
element for the exhibition, will be
in discussion with members of the
curatorial team about his artistic
process, the artworks exhibited and
how they relate to the topic of the show.
CLOSING EVENT
28 JUNE, 6pm
Art Exchange
Join us for a closing and festive
event, a week before the end of the
exhibition! The curatorial team will be
present to lead tours and answer your
questions while offering refreshments.
The social distancing rules inside the
gallery will be respected, an outside
space will be installed to welcome
more visitors.
Keep an eye on our instagram page
and website to find out about exciting,
last moment events !
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The 2020-2021 MA Curating exhibition
group, based in the University of
Essex, is comprised of nine students
who come from very different
backgrounds.

As students, we dreamt of an
exhibition that would be a moment
of suspension and peace, and we
sincerely wish to thank all the artists,
academics and partners who helped
achieve this vision.

The group consists of UK and
international students with very diverse
previous academic studies, ranging
from Fine Art and Art History to Finance
and Communications. Our varied
experience became a strength when we
had to formulate ideas, select artists
and finalise visions for the exhibition
that is part of our degree course.

The exhibition was supervised by
Dr Gavin Grindon (teacher and curator
of exhibitions such as Disobedient
Objects, V&A, London, 2014) and
by Jessica Twyman (director of Art
Exchange), who were precious allies
to us for this first exhibition.

One of the starting points that led
to the opening of this exhibition was
the desire to offer an artistic escape
from daily life, to which we all decided
that it should be done by displaying
emerging artists as well as more
established ones.
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